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~FREE BOOK ? For the Love of Armin ? In September Of The YearAD The Young
Germanic Warrior Known As Armin To His Friends And Arminius To His Roman Enemies,

Successfully Took On And Defeated Three Entire Roman Legions This Resulted In The
Deaths Of Over Twenty Thousand Roman Soldiers This In Turn Resulted In The Roman
Emperor Called Tiberius Recalling All Roman Military Units From Germania The Germanic
Tribes Would Associate For Their Common Good, Often Meeting And Forming Up For
Offensive Or Defensive War, But They Were Always Separate And Very Independent Armin
Knew That The Best Way To Ensure That His Country Was Not Bothered By Outside
Invaders Again Was To Become A Single Country Complete With It Own Army And Navy In
This He Crossed Swords With The Independent Temper Of His Own People They Did Not
Want Any King From Anywhere Telling Them What To Do In Due Course, This Resulted In
Even The Members Of His Own Family Taking Up Arms Against Him In Order To Make
Sure That The Tribes Of Germania Remained Independent And Free Such Was The
Concern Of The Ancient Germanic Tribesmen That This Might Not Be The Case, That
Armin Was Murdered By The Members Of His Own Family I ve always found the era
FTLOA is set in to be particularly fascinating, and the writing here is so detailed I felt I was
living out the experiences as I turned page after page A lot of the conflict is quite gruesome,
but I wouldn t say it s handled in a gratuitous way,reflective of the violent times and
struggles of the people in those days Very informative as well as entertaining, and I get the
feel the author must have heavily researched every area of life at these times before he
began writing A great read. For the Love of Armin by Michael Kramer is a factually based
look at the young Germanic warrior known as Armin His enemies called him Arminius and
he is credited with defeating a total of three Roman legions The author has contrived to
write a book of fiction backed up by historical fact, and that he has done in the intriguing
book that not only is interesting and entertaining but imparts great historical knowledge as
well After you read this book, you will have learned something Battle tales are recounted in
great detail, even Biblical events are examined, sometimes it is hard to tell what is fact or
fiction, they are so well blended together Sometimes the cadence of the book feels a little
disjointed but that small lacking is certainly made up for with the extensive research that
obviously went into the writing An excellent tome that explores Roman and European
history in depth great for students to learn from and others to sit back and enjoy. In recent
years I have developed a real fondness for historical fiction, becoming hooked after reading
Wolf Hall by Hillary Mantel An interest in the Roman Empire led me to For the Love of
Armin by Michael Kramer, and what followed was a novel that easily matches Mantel s for
accuracy, writing skill, and ability to weave historical facts into a compelling narrative Told
through the eyes of an ancient Germanic spirit, we follow the aftermath of the Battle of the
Tuetoburg Forest, a devastating defeat for the Roman Empire, focusing on Germanic
soldier Armin and his family.The descriptions were vivid, the characters invoked real
empathy, and the facts behind the story were fascinating If you have an interest in the
Roman Empire or the early history of Europe, you are certain to find For the Love of Armin
a worthwhile and enjoyable read. If you are a scholar and student of Ancient Rome, if you

love the stories and sagas of how the Germanic people stopped Roman expansion into
Northern Europe, then you will love this book.It tells of the TRUE STORY of Prince Armin of
the Cherusci tribe who fought with the Romans and learned about them No, really He
learned Latin, Roman history and culture, Roman military tactics and warfare, and then he
deceived the Romans into a deadly ambush in the forests of Northern Europe where he
WIPED OUT THREE LEGIONS and drew the boundary forever of Rome in Northern
Europe.I don t know if this true history has any clear heroes and villains, but if you choose
to see Armin Arminius Hermann as a liberator and fighter against imperialism then you will
love this story of Roman arrogance and cruelty, German resistance, and the boundary
between Roman Europe and Germanic Europe that is still here to this day NOW.One
helmet on the cover of this book is Roman and the other helmet is German.Which side are
you rooting for Read the book and make up your mind Whoa I am so relieved I read this
entire book because honestly, I was becoming overwhelmed by the bloodshed, the sexual
content and the endless animosity between the ancient Romans and the peoples of
Germania Even though this was not my usual genre for reading, I kept on with it because
somehow my curiosity was piqued since this was about two out of the many countries of
Europe that I am fascinated by due to their individual histories and cultural aspects I wanted
to know, even though I was informed at the beginning by its narrator that it s a work of
fiction based on actual happenings back then, I was eager to discover any bizarre and
interesting data about the ancestors of Italy and Germany Anyway, here are some
information about this grueling read I say that because it s a war novel and there is a lot of
bloodshed and other inhumane practices that were performed by both the Romans and the
Germanic people The narrator of this fictional work is a ghost called, Adalhard who was an
ally of the leading protagonist Armin Armin was a Germanic man who was taken from his
people by the Romans and schooled by them on intellectual subjects like Math, Latin, and
Science to name a few The Romans even gave him a leadership role in one of their militant
organizations only resulting in planting hatred in his heart for them leading to him
formulating a plan of revenge that was successful.If you have a timid heart then you should
be warned that this book does not censor itself of its graphic details of certain Roman
practices like crucifixion and impaling their enemies as punishment There is also strong
sexual content here which is not too intense but still may set you off if you are against sex
and that stuff These mentions of the Romans sexual behavior are not new to me though as
I already knew about them from the movie, Spartacus and historic individuals such as
Caligula Anyway, what I really enjoyed about this book was the author s inclusion of some
Biblical events like the villainous King Herod and the birth of Jesus Christ as well as the
slaughter of the innocents by King Herod Moving on, I felt empathetic towards Armin and
his people and the sufferings they went through while under the power of the Roman
Empire back then I was amazed and in a way fascinated because this was the history of
Europe the wars not the story which I must remind you is a work of fiction that the rest of

the world are not that familiar with Haha Interesting, huh I recommend this book to lovers of
war stories and those who are veterans of war I also advise those who are admirers of
historical fiction that have to do with Europe to buy this one now because it will shock and
soothe their tastes just by reading about the historical regions of Europe covered in this
book like Gaul for instance which is present day France, Belgium, and the Netherlands
There is mention of Odin Woden and his son Thor who are figures of Scandinavian
Germanic mythology There are also references to the well known Roman figure, the
gladiator All in all, I give this book 4 stars because although it was entertaining and at times
fascinating, its structuring formatting was off putting and if you buy it for yourself or a friend
of yours, you two will come to know what I am talking about But have a great day and enjoy
the positives This book is packed with historical facts and gets straight into it without any
unnecessary pre amble I have previously read For The Love Of Armin by Michael Kramer,
which is in a similar vein This book is written in first person narrative by a ghost Now What
is like a whole semester of history class condensed into one book it really brings history to
life and makes it accessible and entertaining, almost like being in an immersive role playing
game not for the faint hearted I don t know how much is historically accurate and how much
is fiction, and where that line blurs, however I m also unsure if the characters are were
actual people or created by the author One thing is for certain though, you can learn so
much from reading this, soaking up the feeling of being alive in another time and place.

The is a whole lot of research gone into this book, that much was clear right from the off,
with the intense level of detail and comfortable way in which the author sets scenes and
describes the era.The writing is fluid and the style fits well with story and plot line, and I ve
read a lot bigger titled historical based novels in the past that didn t manage this near as
well Overall I found For The Love Of Armin to be an enjoyable book that I have since
recommended to a friend Looking forward tofrom the author. Very few books are written like
Full circle for Mick, only after reading it I could extend the full appreciation to the title.As a
reader, one literally tours the times of early migrants , overlooking the clearing in forest
where young Mick is growing potatoes, and witnesses how an enterprising confident person
travers through life.Travelling the time along the pages one realizes that the ugly face of
racism, sting of discrimination, dilemma of children of split families, the noise of war
machines and the thorn of PTSD couldn t put a dent in the expression of life identifying itself
as Mick.Few reviewers have focused only on the aspect of revocation of citizenship, making
it appear that the book is about an army veteran fighting with the bureaucracy, which is far
from the truth as the book covers many events in the life of the author.Non techie readers
may find it odd that the author has included diagrams of war machinery or quoted few
engineering formulas, but i found it intresting, in fact I learnt few things I didn t know from
one of the diagram.Overall an intresting short biographical book by a decorated officer
which will appeal to those who are seeking to read something light in short time. I like this
type of stories which Michael Kramer described in his book For the love of Armin Stories
from the ancient world where truth connects with fiction Author knows what he is writing
about A reader can tell that Kramer cares for every small details in his book His knowledge
of the subject is very impressive Because of this we get a really interesting story, which
cares for climate, details and compatibility with historical fact It is a great asset to the book
We get a substantive description of the war between Germanic tribes with Romans troops
We meet the main character Armin, the leader and warrior of the Germanic people I have
not read for long time historical fiction which was this interesting, well written and full of
knowledge M Kramer did great work Excellent book for ancient history fans.
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